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Big Data: Catalyzing Performance in Manufacturing
The volume, velocity and complexity of data is growing exponentially. Equipments, devices, processes and
even consumer actions are generating data that is being captured and analyzed by smart organizations for
early insight into business and the consumer. The data volumes are so vast that data analysts call it Big Data. It
has the potential to create new products, services and business models. Naturally, the manufacturing industry
is excited by the potential of Big Data. Analysts foresee that data will appear as an information asset on the
balance sheets of 25 percent of Global 2000 companies by year-end 2012. What are the new capabilities that
manufacturing needs to acquire to leverage Big Data and improve performance?

The big shift in data

insights to reduce costs, help business identify fresh trends,
uncover new products, services and opportunities. A Gartner

Next time you fly, think about this: A Boeing 737 engine generates I 0

report says that by year-end 20 I 2 information assets will

terabytes of data every 30 minutes in flight. A 6 hours flight from New

appear on the balance sheets of 25 percent of Global 2000

York to LA on a twin-engine aircraft produces a 240-terabyte mountain

companies. Quite appropriately, the phenomenon is being

of data.

referred to as "Big Data." And Big Data is moving the art of

The data can be analyzed to reveal every aspect of the

engine's performance and health. Today, if a Boeing aircraft is being

Analytics and Performance Management to new heights.

rented out, it need not be on the basis of aircraft age Or the number of
hours it has been in the air (perceived airworthiness). The data helps
expose every hidden wart, pimple and bump, so to say, in the engine.
Using data, aircraft rentals can be more accurate than ever before. Not
surprisingly, data is becoming a valuable economic asset.
It's an invisible flood of numbers generated by men and machines
that has business excited. The sheer volume, complexity, velocity and
variety of data is so overwhelming that if not managed well, it can
bury entire organizations. With the right tools, it can create better
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